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Chorus:

Hayom t’amteynu
Today give us courage and strength

Hayom t’varcheynu
Today give us blessing

Hayom t’gadleynu. Amen.
Today give us goodness, Amen!

Verse 1:

Hayom tidr’sheynu l’tovah
Today seek our welfare and good

Hayom ticht’veynu l’chayim tovim
Today write us down for a good life

Hayom tishma shavateynu, Amen!
Today please hearken our cry, Amen!

Repeat Chorus

Verse 2:

Hayom t’kabel b’rachamim uv’ratzon et t’filateynu
Today accept with mercy and good will our prayer

Hayom tit’m’cheynu bimin tzidkecha, Amen!
Today may Your right hand keep us safe, Amen!

Repeat Chorus